MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

February 28, 1986

The third, regularly scheduled meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences for the 1985-86 academic year was called to order at 4:08 p.m. in Crow Hall, Richard N. Rosett, Dean, presiding. Thirty-nine members were present.

I.

The minutes of the faculty meeting of October 25, 1985, were approved.

II.

The Dean made the following announcements:

1. Arrangements are now being made for the second meeting of the Academic Planning Committee which will review the Sociology Department in October. Outside consultants have been invited and other arrangements for the review of the Department of Anthropology are completed.

2. The Advisory Committee on Tenure, Promotion, and Personnel is nearing the end of its work for this year. The Dean remarked that the committee had acted in an exemplary fashion in fulfilling its mandate, adding that the Faculty should be congratulated on its wisdom in adopting the resolution which established the committee in its recast form.

3. Jan Druyvesteyn has been named Assistant Dean for External Affairs. Her responsibilities will include providing assistance with publications, gathering news and information for use by the Office of Public Relations, and assisting Dean Rosett with his work with the Development Office.

Given the absence of the President of the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences, no report was presented to the Faculty at this meeting.

IV.

The Dean recognized Wayne Hanebrink, Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, who moved approval of the Curriculum Committee's report concerning new courses and changes in existing courses which had been previously circulated to the Faculty for its consideration. There being a second, Dean Hanebrink read the names of the departments and committees involved, noting the following changes:

1. Anthro 340B should be crosslisted with Educ 430B.
2. Art-Arch 4630 should be crosslisted with Religious Studies 4630.
4. Bio 401: change description to read "This three credit-hour lecture series covers comparatively the integrated functional operation of the organ systems of vertebrates, exclusive of the endocrine system."

5. Bio 313: change last line of description to read "Appropriate for premedical, predental, nursing, or any science majors."

6. Bio 345A: change first sentences of description to read "This course deals with the nature of scientific change. The focus will be on the period of the so-called 'Scientific Revolution' (from 1543, publication of Copernicus' heliocentric theory and Vesalius' new anatomy, to 1728)."

7. Educ 430B should be crosslisted with Anthro 340B.

8. Religious Studies 4630 should be crosslisted with Art-Arch 4630.

9. Fr 250C: Proust should be substituted for Prouse.

10. WS 219: change description to read "Exploration of significant works by women in English, primarily from the 19th and 20th centuries. Readings, which focus on the relations of women to their worlds, include both works by well-known authors and works by authors recently rediscovered by feminist scholars. Credit 3 units. Identical with English Literature 219."

Dean Hanebrink also noted that the Curriculum Committee had reviewed and accepted revisions in the major requirements forwarded to it by the Department of Philosophy.

The Curriculum Committee's report was accepted unanimously.

V.

The list of candidates for the A.B. degree dated December 20, 1985, was approved with the usual proviso that all outstanding requirements had to be met and certified by the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences for those whose names appear.

VI.

The Dean recognized Professor Edward Greenberg, Economics, Chair of the Faculty Council for the 1985-86 academic year.

Professor Greenberg presented the slate of nominees (a copy of which is filed with these minutes) proposed for various committees by the Faculty Council. He asked for nominations from the floor. There being none, a motion was made and seconded that nominations be closed. The motion passed unanimously, and the slate of candidates approved.

Professor Greenberg added that the Faculty Council would meet in the near future to continue its deliberations, most specifically on a proposal from Professor Roy Curtiss, Biology, dealing with the status of non-tenure-track appointments.
VII.

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

James F. Jones, Jr.
Secretary
April 9, 1986

TO: Members of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences

FROM: Wayne T. Hanebrink, Associate Dean
(For the Curriculum Committee)

PLEASE BRING THIS WITH YOU TO THE FACULTY MEETING ON

FRIDAY, APRIL 18, 1986, at 4:00 P.M., in CROW HALL, ROOM 201.

At its meeting on April 1, the Curriculum Committee considered the new course-changes that follow. These changes have been approved by the Curriculum Committee and are hereby presented to the Faculty for its action.
AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

Add the following new crosslisting:

AFAS 344 AFRICAN SLAVE SYSTEMS AND EXTERNAL SLAVE TRADERS. Identical with International Development 334.

ANTHROPOLOGY

Add the following new crosslistings:

Anthro 322 PEASANT SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD. Identical with International Development 322.

ECONOMICS

Add the following new crosslistings:

Econ 324 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION. Identical with International Development 325.

Econ 526 ECONOMIC HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT. Identical with International Development 526.

Econ 571 TOPICS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT I. Identical with International Development 571.

FOCUS

Add the following new course:

Focus 243 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: LATIN AMERICA AND THE WORLD. This interdisciplinary seminar is an introduction to Latin American Studies and topics on the Third World and International Development. Prerequisite, Admission to the Focus program. Credit 3 units.
HISTORY

Add the following new crosslistings:

Hist 307CQ HISTORY OF PREMODERN CHINA. Identical with International Development 307CQ.


Hist 448C RUSSIAN HISTORY TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Identical with International Development 448C.

Hist 491 UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORY: OTTOMAN EMPIRE, 1300-1700. Identical with International Development 491.

Hist 495 UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORY: THE U.S. IN VIETNAM: ORIGINS, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONSEQUENCES. Identical with International Development 495.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Add the following new crosslistings:

- I Dev 307CQ HISTORY OF PREMODERN CHINA. Identical with History 305CQ.

- I Dev 322 PEASANT SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD. Identical with Anthropology 322.

- I Dev 325 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION. Identical with Economics 324.

- I Dev 330 INTRODUCTION TO QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC POLICY. Identical with Political Science 2221.

- I Dev 333 INSTITUTIONS AND POLICIES IN SOVIET-TYPE SOCIETIES. Identical with Political Science 333.

- I Dev 334 AFRICAN SLAVE SYSTEMS AND EXTERNAL SLAVE TRADERS. Identical with AFAS 344.


- I Dev 374 HISTORY OF UNITED STATES FOREIGN RELATIONS SINCE 1950. Identical with History 3741.

- I Dev 441 SOCIAL STATISTICS. Identical with Sociology 441.

- I Dev 448C RUSSIAN HISTORY TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Identical with History 448C.

- I Dev 478 LAW AND INTERNATIONAL POLITICS. Identical with Political Science 478.

- I Dev 491 UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORY: OTTOMAN EMPIRE, 1300-1700. Identical with History 491.

- I Dev 495 UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR IN HISTORY: THE U.S. IN VIETNAM: ORIGINS, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONSEQUENCES. Identical with History 495.

- I Dev 516 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS: POLITICS IN INDUSTRIALIZED SOCIETIES: PATTERNS OF POLITICAL CHANGE IN BRITAIN, FRANCE, GERMANY, AND ITALY. Identical with Political Science 516.

- I Dev 526 ECONOMIC HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT. Identical with Economics 526.

- I Dev 571 TOPICS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT I. Identical with Economics 571.
PERFORMING ARTS

DANCE

Add the following crosslistings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dance Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Identical with</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>244E</td>
<td>BASIC FILMMAKING</td>
<td>Drama 244E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>245</td>
<td>VIDEO PRODUCTION</td>
<td>Drama 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>MAKE-UP FOR THE STAGE</td>
<td>Drama 304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>COSTUME WORKSHOP</td>
<td>Drama 308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRAMA

Drama 244E BASIC FILMMAKING. Identical with Dance 244E.

Drama 245 VIDEO PRODUCTION. Identical with Dance 245.

Drama 304 MAKE-UP FOR THE STAGE. Identical with Dance 304.

Drama 308 COSTUME WORKSHOP. Identical with Dance 308.

POLITICAL SCIENCE


Pol Sci 333 INSTITUTIONS AND POLICIES IN SOVIET-TYPE SOCIETIES. Identical with International Development 333.


Pol Sci 516 SEMINAR IN COMPARATIVE POLITICS: POLITICS IN INDUSTRIALIZED SOCIETIES: PATTERNS OF POLITICAL CHANGE IN BRITAIN, FRANCE, GERMANY, AND ITALY. Identical with International Development 516.

SOCIOLOGY

Add the following new crosslisting:

Sociol 441 SOCIAL STATISTICS. Identical with International Development 441.
The following students have submitted an intent to graduate to the Registrar. Until faculty turn in grades this semester for seniors, it will not be known whether these candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree have fulfilled all degree requirements.

Abegg, Patrick - Mathematics
Abdul Khalik, A - Architecture
Abell, John - History
Abrams, Charles - Chemistry
Abrams, Linda - Sociology
Ades, Elizabeth - Psychology
Adler, Eric - Biology
Adler, Stephen - Biology
Alioto, Stephanie - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Allen, Connie - Political Science
Allen, Michael - Economics
Althouse, Mark - Physics
Altman, Jeffrey - Biology
Amberg, Stacy - Psychology
Anderson, Daniel - Economics
Anderson, Steven - Mathematics
Angevine, David - Political Sc.
Aquino, Marjorie - Sociology
Arce, Miguel - Biology
Arffa, Naomi - Psychology
Arthur, Margaret - Women's Studies
Ascarelli, Daniela - Anthropology
Askins, David - Mathematics
Atwater, Jr., Nathaniel - History
Avery, James - Biology
Bacon, Bradley - History
Bailey, Jr., Leonard - Classics
Bain, Melinda - Sociology
Baker, Kirsten - Biology
Balbes, Mark - Physics
Barber, Joseph - Economics
Barr, Stephanie - Biology
Barton, Cynthia - English Literature
Batt, Diane - Biology
Becker, Richard - English Literature
Beggs, Rebecca - Psychology
Bell, Julianne - English Literature
Benckendorf, Eric - Psychology
Bergstrom, Bonnie - Classics
Bettale, Tracy - Elementary Education
Bickerstaff, Jr., Willie - Architecture
Biederharn, Paula - Psychology
Bienias, Julia - Psychology
Biesel, Joli - French
Billings, Gwen - Urban Studies
Binder, Arthur - Psychology
Birtley, Jr., Norman - Architecture
Bishop, Mary - French
Bisping, Peggy - English Literature
Blanton, Shawn - Political Science
Bloom, Charles - Mathematics
Boguslaw, Lisa - French
Bokert, Mark - Psychology
Boland, Julie - Psychology
Borchert, Susanne - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Borkowski, Susan - Chinese
Botvin, Stephanie - English Literature
Boucher, Kara - Biology
Boyd, Lisa - Psychology
Boykin, Wanda - Biology
Bozeman, Coretta - Spanish
Bradley, Kathy - English Literature
Branderbit, Jay - Sociology
Brathwaite, Coryse - Biology
Brayman, Heidi - English Literature
Breen, Jennifer - English Literature
Briski, John - Chemistry
Brukoff, Christopher - Psychology
Bruno, Claire - Classics
Bryant, Michael - History
Bucholtz, Ronald - Anthropology
Buckingham, Scott - Chemistry
Buder, Beatrice - History
Burdick, Teresa - Spanish
Burke, Maureen - French
Burkett, Edwin - Biology
Butler, Cheryl - Sociology
Byrnes II, Carl - Biology
Cadsawan, Nina - English Literature
Caldwell, Alan - Psychology
Calhoun, David - Lit. & History
Campbell, Dennis - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Capistran, Adriana - Sociology
Carlat, Louis - History
Carnicelli, Matthew - Englist Lit.
Carr, Robert - English Literature
Carter, Mary - Special Major
Carty, Lea - Mathematics
Caswell, Sharon - Elementary Ed.
Chaffee, Keith, Elementary Ed.
Chasen, Arlene - French
Chastain, John - Sociology
Cheemasapati, Subha - Biology
Cheelemer, Bruce - English Lit.
Chien, Brian - Sociology
Christoph, Megan - French
Christopher, Michael - History
Cleveland, Grover - English Lit.
Clevenger, Stephen - Economics
Clodfelder, Cynthia - Mathematics
Clough, Karen - English Literature
Clutz, Katharine - Japanese
Cody, Daniel - Psychology
Cohen, Jodi - Biology
Cohen, Lance - Biology
Collum, Steven - Biology
Cominetti, Lisa - Psychology
Coscia, Elizabeth - Special Major
Cotins, Arthur - Political Science
Cover, Sarah - History
Cowan, Kelly - English Literature
Cox, Paul - Comparative Literature
Craft, Stephanie - History
Critcfield, Susan - History
Crowell, Kathleen - Psychology
Cruz, Orlando - Mathematics
Cuin, Jazmin - Biology
Culbertson, Angela - Dance
Cunin, Joseph - Architecture
Curran, Michael - Biology
Dale-Bannister, Mary - Earth & Pl.Sc.
Danaher, Maria - Biology
Daniels, Daryl - Biology
Davies, Sara - Anthropology
Davis, Andrew - Physics
Davis, Daniel - English Literature
De Jesus, Mary - Psychology
Deichmann, Ann - Psychology
Dennis, Gerald - Economics
Deza, Patrick, Political Science
Difalco, Christina - Psychology
Dillard, Earlene - Biology
Distenfield, Robin - History
Dmuchovsk, Martha - French
Dolezal, Douglas - Architecture
Dondis, Geraldine - French
Doughty, Paul - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Douglas II, Alexander - History
Douthit, Lisa - Biology
Dowdy, William - Mathematics
Downing, Lisa - Philosophy
Dubin, Sondra - Economics
Duncan, Thomas - English Literature
Dyman-Krome, Catherine - Mathematics
Dynes, Rochelle - Architecture
Easton, Laura - Elementary Education
Eckert, Joy - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Ecoff, Timothy - History
El-Hashem, Faysal - Anthropology
Elliott, Mary - English Lit.
Emer, Steven - Architecture
Epstein, Howard - Biology
Erz, Ronald - Economics
Esrig, Lorraine - Economics
Evans, Christine - Psychology
Falk, Elizabeth - Religious Studies
Farrar, Jeffrey - Economics
Favella, Anthony - Biology
Feigenbaum, Matthew - Political Sc.
Feldman, Michele - History
Feldman, Sharolyn - Biology
Fink, Janet - Elementary Education
Fischer, Andrea - Psychology
Fischer, Theresa - Economics
Fish, Lawrence - Germanic Lang & Lit.
Flach, Andrew - Economics
Fleming, Richard - Biology
Flippo, Val - Biology
Forest, Kara - Biology
Frank, Lloyd - Music
Friedlander, David - Physics
Friedrich, Andrea - Political Science
Frueh, Jennifer - Chemistry
Fyke, Robert - Architecture
Gaidis, Timothy - Architecture
Garcia, Bernardino - Biology
Gatch, George - Political Science
Gellman, Michael - Psychology
Geraci, Vincent - History
Gerhard, Katrina - English Literature
Gertz, Audrey - Spanish
Gibbs, Jr., Robert - History
Gilmartin, Thomas - Psychology
Girard, Susan - Drama
Glaspy, Stephanie - Sociology
Glassman, Barbara - Anthropology
Glick, David - Psychology
Goldin, Michael - Biology
Goldner, Andrew - History
Goldstein, Keith - Biology
Goldstein, Mark - Economics
Gonzales, Ralph - Biology
Gordon, Rachael - Chemistry
Goto, Blair - History
Green, Amy - French
Gressick, Theodore - Architecture
Griggs, Sean - Biology
Grill, Samuel - Economics
Grimaldi, Anthony - Psychology
Gup, Lincoln - Mathematics
Hall, David - Psychology
Haney, Ian - History
Hanrahan, Ann - Political Science
Harris, Sandra - Psychology
Hasan, Karwaty - Architecture
Hazen, Joseph - Biology
Heath, Ellis - Economics
Hebb, Kathryn - Anthropology
Helton, Holly - Mathematics
Herbst, Alan - Biology
Hertweck, David - Mathematics
Hess, Jr., Thomas - Architecture
Heydebrand, Gitry - Psychology
Hillman, Lawrence - Architecture
Hinckley, Susan - Drama
Hinz, Cail - History
Hirsch, David - Biology
Hirsch, L. Jonathan - Urban Studies
Hischke, Deborah - Music
Hisrich, Jennifer - History
Hodges, D. Whitney - English Lit.
Holdner, Eric - Anthropology
Holekamp, Maria - Economics
Holtz, Anita - Biology
Hood, Cynthia - French
Hornbeck, Russ - Biology
Hubble, Mary - Architecture
Hudgins, Robert - History
Hughes, Damian - Biology
Humm, Tina - Psychology
Hwang, Paul - English Literature
Jason, Holly - Psychology
Jenkins, Carl - Architecture
Jenkins, Lee - Chemistry
Johnstone, Kathryn - Biology
Jones, Steven - Economics
Kaal, Maj - Architecture
Kahn, Barry - Biology
Kahn, Chavie - English Literature
Kahn, Dana - Elementary Educ.
Kalkowski, Margaret - Psychology
Kalmans, Lisa - Spanish
Kamenir, Lynn - Psychology
Karp, Alyssa - Art & Archaeology
Kashou, Katherine - Psychology
Kaskowitz, Lawrence - History
Katzive, Bonnie - Art & Archaeology
Kaufman, Lauren - History
Kazmierski, Daniel - Biology
Kelly, Emmett - Psychology
Khan, Mohammad - Biology
Kim, Yong - Mathematics
King, Michael - French
Klebenov, Hope - English Literature
Klein, Douglas - Psychology
Knobbe, Joseph - Biology
Koczak, Gabriela - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Konsek, John - Anthropology
Kopilnick, Richard - History
Kott, Andrea - History
Kramarsky, Laura - English Literature
Krassner, Veri - Art & Archaeology
Krusinski, Brigitta - Spanish
Kuralt, Susan - Japanese
Kysela, Michael - Chinese
Langberg, Lars - Architecture
Langdon, Leeann - English Literature
Lange, Mark - Political Science
Langland, Nicolette - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Lapidot, Daphna - Psychology
Lee, Christina - Biology
Lee, Gretchen - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Lee, Ken - Biology
Leibowitz, Susan - Art & Archaeology
Lemley, Patty - English Literature
Lenze, Mary - French
Leonard, Annarose - History
Leventhal, Steven - Asian Studies
Lew, Clifford - Biology
Lewis, David - Physics
Lichter, Marci - Sociology
Lieberman, Evan - Psychology
Lieberman, Jody - Sociology
Limbaugh, Ruth - Mathematics
Linneman, Robert - History
Lipsey, John - Political Science
Little, Nancy - Art & Archaeology
Lizak, Martin - Physics
Llinas, Jacqueline - English Lit.
Lockett, Anne - Biology
Long, Patrick - Psychology
Lovisek, Carol - Mathematics
Lucas, Theodore - English Lit.
Macht, Jeanette - History
Mack, David - Biology
Mackler, David - Economics
Maddox, Lisa - Psychology
Madow, Debra - Sociology
Maguire, Mark - History
Maharam, Hillary - Architecture
Mallin, Jeffrey - Biology
Margraf, Christine - Psychology
Margulies, Laurie - Political Sc.
Markowitz, Julie - French
Markowitz, Michael - History
Marsh, Peter - Economics
Marshall, Camelot - French
Matsushita, Masato - Architecture
Matysiak, Joanna - Sociology
Mayer, Dean - Biology
Mayer, Deborah - English Lit.
McCarthy, Marie - Political Science
McConnell, Clifton - Biology
McCune, Andrew - Economics
McHugh, David - Architecture
McHugh, Dennis - Economics
McWilliams, Robert - History
Mead, Alan - Biology
Mehmel, Paula - English Lit.
Mellett, Timothy - Economics
Mense, James - History
Mertens, Ann - French
Meyer, Kathryn - Drama
Meyer, Patricia - Anthropology
Meyer, Rosemarie - History
Miles, Dawn - Biology
Miller, Jeffrey - Biology
Milliano, Michael - Biology
Miltenberger, Timothy - History
Mohn Fadzir, Mohn Suhaimi Bin - Architecture
Mondschein, Joshua - Economics
Moog, Renee - French
Moran, Nancy - English Literature
Morrison, Randi - Political Science
Muller, Edward - Economics
Musick, Karen - French
Nach, Brad - Psychology
Nakanishi, Linda - Biology
Nashel, Elizabeth - English Literature
Neff, Amy - French
Nelson, Richard - Architecture
Neubert, William - Physics
Neumann, Regina - Psychology
Newman, Charles - Urban Studies
Newman, Elana - Psychology
Newman, Kenneth - Mathematics
Nickell, William - Russian
Nieto, Jose - History
Noe, Glenn - Mathematics
Noh, Sunggran - Biology
Norwood, Elizabeth - Political Science
Novak, Robin - Economics
Nunes, Ronald - Architecture
Nutter, David - Psychology
Ogorzalek, Thomas - Architecture
O'Neil IV, Edward - History
Oken, Kenneth - Biology
Orchant, Alison - History
Otero, Jorge - Biology
Pantano, John - Chemistry
Pardalos, John - Biology
Pardo, Evelyn - Psychology
Parker, Dawn - Architecture
Parsons, Jr., Donald - Physics
Patel, Vijay - Biology
Pearce, Janet - Economics
Pearson, Catherine - Political Science
Peck, Nathan - Earth & Pl. Sc.
Peckham, Thomas - History
Peele, Annette - Sociology
Perez, Victor - Biology
Perlstein, Susan - Economics
Peters, Leslie - English Lit.
Pierce, Katherine - Psychology
Pohlman, Julia - Psychology
Ponfil, Jason - History
Portnoy, Andrew - History
Posner, Warren - Economics
Presser, Lisa - Economics
Price, Paul - Psychology
Pruchnicki, Susan - Architecture
Puckchareon, Sachira - Biology
Rabinowitz, Claude - Psychology
Rabinowitz, William - History
Rajpara, Sanjay - Biology
Ramos, Mario - Biology
Rattenborg, Niels - Psychology
Raupp, David - Architecture
Recht, Steven - Economics
Red, Eric - Architecture
Reddy, Kumar - Physics
Reichmister, Beth - Urban Studies
Reimers, Rebecca - Biology
Rengifo, Robert - English Lit.
Rettig, Kim - Psychology
Reyes, Margaret - Spanish
Reynolds, Kelly - Spanish
Richardson, Brent - Biology
Riordan, Timothy - Economics
Robards, Christine - Mathematics
Robbins, Robert - Psychology
Roberts, Diane - English Literature
Robinson, Dale - Special Major
Robinson, Sarah - Psychology
Roboubi, Babak - Biology
Rodman, Jeffrey - Architecture
Rodriguez-Del Rio, Felix - Biology
Rogers, Stacey - Psychology
Rona, Paul - History
Rosen, Ellyn - Political Science
Rosen, Leo - Psychology
Rosenberg, Shari - Psychology
Rosenkranz, Mark - History
Rosenthal, Michael - Political Science
Rossinow, Jill - Music
Rothschild, Lisa - Economics
Roush, Brenda - Architecture
Rozin, Debra - Biology
Rubenstein, Kathy - Economics
Rubin, Jennifer - History
Rubin, Laura - Economics
Rubin, Lori - Psychology
Rupell, Lisa - Anthropology
Russum, Leslie - Psychology
Ryan, Christine - Biology
Ryan, Stephen John - Psychology
Ryan, Stephen Morgan - Biology
Sabet, Saudeh - French
Saddler, Richard - Architecture
Saidel, David - Sociology
Salsich, A Maura - Spanish
Sanders, Traci - English Literature
Satir, Adam - Economics
Schaedler, Nancy - Biology
Schalick III, Walter - English Literature
Schimberg, Geoffrey - Political Science
Schine, Rachel - Psychology
Schonblom, M Gwen - Mathematics
Schrader, Stephanie - Psychology
Schulz, Robert - Psychology
Schwartz, Daniel - History
Schwartz, Robert - Sociology
Scott, Diane - Architecture
Scurletis, Stephen - Art & Archaeology
Sedlack, Catherine - Political Sc.
Sedlis, Sophia - History
Seitz, Jeffrey - Earth & Pl.Sc.
Seligman, Gregory - History
Ser, Michael - History
Sercombe, Randall - Biology
Shainberg, Paul - Architecture
Shalowitz, Steven - Chinese
Shapiro, Tobias - Comp. Lit.
Shaw, Jonathan - Economics
Shaw, Lauren - Biology
Shaw, Tammy - Psychology
Sheahan, John - Political Sc.
Sherk, Wendell - History
Shields, Evelyn - Political Sc.
Shriber, Jonathan - History
Shu, Hui-Kuo - Biology
Shu, Hui-Min - Psychology
Siegel, Jeffrey - Urban Studies
Silverman, Emily - Biology
Silverstein, Jeffrey - English Lit.
Skaleski, Stephen - Biology
Slaten, Warren - Economics
Smith, Carla - Sociology
Smith, Edmund - Philosophy
Smith, Patrick - Biology
Smith, Penelope - Mathematics
Snyder, Richard - Biology
Song, Susan - Psychology
Soni, Shashank - Biology
Soriano, Robert - Biology
Speidel, Christopher - Biology
Spengler, Timothy - Political Science
Spight, Marnita - Architecture
Steffen, Anastasia - Anthropology
Stein, Joan - French
Steinmetz, Scott - Biology
Stern, Jamie - Biology
Stern, Rachel - Political Science
Sterritt, Mary - Economics
Stewart, Douglas - Psychology
Sticka, Wilhelm - Mathematics
Stiffelman, Sara - Drama
Stoloff, Jane - French
Stoner, Paul - Urban Studies
Strabala, Polly - Economics
Strain, Jr., Robert - Spanish
Strominger, Robert - Biology
Stuvland, Michael - French
Suryaraman, Santa - Special Major
Sutter, Thomas - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Sweeney, Christopher - Sociology
Swoboda, Paul - Biology
Sy, Andrew - Architecture
Sykora, James - Philosophy
Takacs, Henrietta - English Literature
Tan, Christine - Biology
Tan, Mong - Architecture
Taxman, Steven - Anthropology
Temeshy-Von-Becker, Henriette - Sociology
Temple, Kristen - Psychology
Tenney, Barbara - French
Tepper, Scott - Biology
Tessler, Robyn - Anthropology
Tetzeli, Andrew - Spanish
Thier, Joshua - History
Thomas, Robert - Architecture
Tichota, Jon - Political Science
Toth, Mark - History
Troy, Kenneth - Economics
Tsifutis, Maria - Biology
Tuchschmidt, II, Thomas - History
Tucker, Bryan - Political Science
Tucker, John - Chinese
Turlington, Sharon - English Lit.
Turner, James - Political Sci.
Turner, Mat - History
Tybor, Patricia - English Lit.
Ulbrich, Cary - Biology
Unterman, Michelle - Economics
Voss, Deneen - Biology
Vrotsos, Michael - French

Wade, Elizabeth - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Wagner, Steven - Architecture
Waidmann, Timothy - Economics
Waid, Jr., Thomas - Biology
Walker, Sharyn - Biology
Wallace, Jonathan - Political Sci.
Wassmer, Webb - Economics
Watase, Paul - Architecture
Watters, Michael - Biology
Webb, Nancy - English Literature
Weber, Laura - Sociology
Wein, Barry - Mathematics
Weisberger, Dina - Art & Archaeology
Weiss, Eloise - Elementary Educ.
Welle, Katharine - Political Science
Welles, Eric - Psychology
Welner, Dafna - Biology
White, Diane - Music
White, Erin - Psychology
White, Joanne - Biology
Widman, Lawrence - Psychology
Wilkie, Christine - History
Winston, Michael - English Lit.

Wissman, Barry - Physics
Witt, John - Mathematics
Wolfe, Craig - Drama
Wool, Harry - Economics
Workman, Ann - Elementary Education
Worst, Susan - Biology
Yarbrough, Michael - History
Yip, Ian - Biology
Yu, Monica - Biology
Yu, Suet Yin - Biology
Zaltsman, Jocelyn - Art & Archaeology
Zander, Julie - Anthropology
Zoghzoghi, Michel - Economics